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1. INTRODUCTION 
Following [lo], we have discussed some local properties of fuzzy 
topological spaces [ I] in this paper. Using the algebraic properties of com- 
pletely distributive lattices, we introduced the equivalence relation - in 
moleculars (see Sect. 2.) Here, accumulation points, derived elements and 
T,-spaces (i = 0, 1,2) are defined with the help of moleculars and - for any 
fuzzy topological space (15, z) [ 11. Finally, we characterized normality [4] 
and uniformity [4] in terms of functions for any fuzzy topological space 
(L, 7). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, (L, 6) denotes a completely distributive lattice. In 
(L, d ), vq!J P 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1 [ 141. An element b of (L, <) is co-prime if b d A v B 
implies that b<A or b<B for each A, BEL. M(L) & {b:b#O, b is 
co-prime }. 
The following was given in [ 143 (see 3.15, p. 72). 
LEMMA 2.1 [14]. Zf AEL then A= V’{b:bEM(L), b<A}. 
Obviously, (L(M( L)), 7) is a generalized topological molecular lattice 
[lo] if (L, t) is a fuzzy topological space [ 11. Thus, we say that the 
elements in M(L) are moleculars [lo] of L. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. For each a, be M(L), a-b 8 there are finite 
moleculars b,,,..., b,, such that 
a A b,, f O,..., b,_, A b, # 0 ,..., brah A b # 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. - is an equivalence relation and a A b # 0 implies that 
a-b. 
Proof: Trivial. 
DEFINITION 2.3. mh & V(a: aE M(L), a-b}, for every bF M(L). 
LEMMA 2.3. m, A mb # 0 implies m, = mb for each a, b E M(L). 
Proof: If m, A mb # 0, there are a*, b* E M(L) such that a - a*, b -b*, 
and a* A b* # 0. From Lemma 2.2, we have a - 6. Thus m, = m,, 
LEMMA 2.4. If A E L and a, b E M(L), then 
(1) mrr=mbOmrr A m,#O, 
(2) a-bom,=m,, 
(3) a<m,om,=m,, 
(4) A<m,*A A m,=O, ifa 7L b. 
ProoJ By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let A E L and b be a molecular such that b d A. We 
call b,., = mh A A the pole element of A relative to b. P(A) denotes the set of 
all pole elements of A. 
LEMMA 2.5. If a, b E M(L) and a, b d A, then 
(1) a,=b,oa-b, 
(2) aA A b#O*a,=b,, 
(3) for each KEP(A), a,<K iff K=a,, 
(4) A = VP(A). Spec$cally, 1 = V{mg CE M(L)}, 
(5) for each K,, K, E P(A), K, = K, iff K, A K, #O. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.4. 
3. ACCUMULATION POINTS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (L, r) be a fuzzy topological space (f.t.s.) [ 1,4] 
and b, a molecular of L. Then 
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(1) q(b)= {B: BEL, b $ B-}. 
(2) n(b) [lo] = {Q: Q E r’, b 4 Q} (i.e., n(b) = q(b) 1 z’, where 
z’ ii {Q: Qk}). 
(3) b is a cluster point [lo] of A iff A & Q for each Q E n(b), where 
AEL. 
(4) b is an accumulation point of A, if b is a cluster point of A and 
either b 4 A or b 6 A but A 4 6, v Q for each Q E n(b). 
(5) A”= V(b: b . IS an accumulation point of A} is called the derived 
elements of A. 
(6) A-b= V{K:KEP(A), b & K} for AEL. 
(7) An element A in L is called a quasi-molecular, if 0 < A < m, for 
some molecular a. 
LEMMA 3.1. If b 4 A then A-b=A. 
Proof: Trivial. 
LEMMA 3.2. If (L, z) is an f.t.s., then 
(1) Let b d A. b is an accumulation point of A iff A & 6, v Q for 
each Q E q(b). 
(2) a 6 b, implies that a is not an accumulation point of b,. 
Proof (1) is evident. For (2), if a d 6, then a < mb. From Lemma 2.4, 
we have m, = mb. Thus aba=m,r\b,=m,~m,r\A=m,r\A=b,. 
Hence b, d ahA v Q for each Q E n(a), then a is not an accumulation point 
of 6,. 
LEMMA 3.3. If (L, 5) is an f.t.s., then 
(1) [lo] b is a cluster point of A iff b<A--. 
(2) [lo] A- = V(b: b is a cluster point of A}. 
(3) (Ad)-- 6 A -, A- = A v Ad. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf (L, z) is an f.t.s. Then, for each molecular b, f(b) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) OEr?(b). 
6’) Q,, Q,Eri(b)*Q, v Qzgr7(b). 
(3) QEr?(b), Q*<Q*Q*~r?tbl. 
(4) VQE ij(b) 3Q* 3 Q such that b & Q* and a 4 Q* implies 
Q* E q(a) for each a E M(L). 
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Conversely, if Vb E M(L), 3%!,, c L satisfying ( 1 ), (2), and (3). 
6 = {Q’: a $ Q implies Q E *a for each a E M(L)} make (L, 6) an f.t.s. And 
when G!&, satisfies (4) at the same time for every molecular b, 6 must be the 
unique topology on L such that @b E q6(b). 
Proof: Trivial, by Lemma 3.3. 
The following definitions were given in [lo]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (L, t) be an f.t.s. Then 
(1) S: (D, >) + M(L) is a net in L, if (D, >) is a directed set. We 
use {s(n): n E D} to denote the net S. S = {s(n): n E D} is a net in A if 
s(n)<A for each LED. 
(2) If S = {s(n): n E (D, > )} and b is a molecular in L, then S + b iff 
VQ E n(b), 3~ ED such that m > n implies s(m) 4 Q. lim S A V{ a: S --+ u} 
LEMMA 3.4 [lo]. Lf (L, 5) is an f.t.s., then 
(1) For each molecular 6, (n(b), 3 ) is a directed set. 
(2) b < lim S o S + b. Where b is a molecular and S is a net in L. 
ts a cluster point of A $f there exists a net S in A such that 
s i3’ b’ -+ . 
THEOREM 3.2. ZJ‘ (L, z) is an f.t.s., then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) b is an accumulation point of A. 
(2) There is a net S in A -b such that S + 6. 
Proof: From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4(2), we know that (1) and (2) are 
equivalent if b 4 A. Suppose b d A, then 
(1) d (2) Since b is an accumulation point of A. V/Q E n(b), 
%(Q)E M(L) such that s(Q) < A but s(Q) & b, v Q. Thus s(Q) 4 b, and 
s(Q) z$ Q. From Lemma 2.5, A=b, v (A-b). So s(Q)< A-b. Let 
S= {s(Q): Q~(q(b),a)j, then S is a net in A-b and S-+b (since 
s(Q) 4 Q and Lemma 3.4( 1 ).) 
(2) * (1) Suppose S= {s(m): m E (D, Y)} is a net in A -b such that 
S+ b. Then vQ~n(b), 3mo E D such that s(mo) 4 Q. We show that 
s(m) & b, for each m E D. In fact, if s(m,) d b, for some m,,E D then 
s(mO)A = b, (by Lemma 2.5). But s(m,)d A- 6. Thus there exists 
uA E P(A) such that a, # 6, and s(m,) A aA #O. From Lemma 2.5, 
s(mO)A = uA. But this is impossible. Hence, VQ E n(b), 3moE D such that 
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s(mo) 4 6, v Q. So A & 6, v Q for each Q~v(b). Thus b is an 
accumulation point of A (by Lemma 3.2). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (L, z) be a C, (i.e., T has a countable base). Zf P(A) is 
uncountable for A E L, then there is a molecular b such that b d A and b is an 
accumulation point qf A. 
Proof If not, then for each molecular a < A there exists some QU E n(a) 
such that A < a, v Q, (by Lemma 3.2). Let B be a base of T'. Then 3B, E B 
such that Q, d B, but a & B,. Certainly, A 6 aA v B,. Given moleculars 
a,, b, d A. If a, 7L b,, then b, dAba,, v B,, implies b, d B,, (since 
Lemma 2.5). From this and Lemma 2.5, (B,: a E M(L) and a < A] is an 
uncountable aggregate. Then T has no countable base. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (L, T) be an f.t.s. Then the derived element of every 
element in L is closed iff the derived element of every quasi-molecular is 
closed. 
Proof: (-) Obvious. 
(-=) Given A E L. For every molecular, b 6 (Ad)). If b 4 A then b < Ad 
(by Lemma 3.3.). If b < A then 
(1) When b<b;, b=V ( a A 6: a is an accumulation point of 6, ). If 
r is a molecular such that r A b # 0 and r d A. m, = mb (by Lemmas 2.5 and 
2.4). Hence, r < b, if r A b # 0 and r d A. So, if r is an accumulation point 
of b, such that r A b # 0, then r 4 A (since Lemma 3.2). And so b 6 Ad (by 
Lemma 3.3 and b; < A ~ ). 
(2) When b & bd,, b”, En(b). For every QEn(b), put 
Q* = Q v b”, en(b). Since b 6 (Ad)- implies Ad 4 Q*, there is an 
accumulation point a of A such that a 4 Q*. (i) If ad b; then a <b, <A 
(since a 4 Q* and Lemma 3.3.). Thus aA = 6,. Now A 4 aA v Q*, so 
A 4 b, v Q. (ii) If a 4 6; then b; v Q* E n(a). Thus A $ 6, v Q* (since 
b < A - ). So A 4 b, v Q. Therefore b is an accumulation point of A. 
From above, (Ad)- d Ad. Thus Ad is closed. 
4. Ti-Sp~c~s (i=O, 1, 2) 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let (L, T) be a f.t.s. Then 
(1) (L, T) is a T-, iff a - b and a 4 b implies that ~QE n(a) such 
that b < Q for each a, b E M(L). 
(2) (L, T) is a To iff a# b implies that either 3Q, in such that 
b d Q, or 3Qb E n(b) such that a < Qb for each a, b E M(L). 
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(3) (L, T) is a T, iff a 4 b implies that 3Q E q(a) such that b < Q for 
each a, b E M(L). 
(4) (L, t) is a T2 iff a 7L b implies that !lQ,~r](a), C&E?(~) such that 
Qa v Qb = 1 for each a, b E M(L). 
THEOREM 4.1. If (L, z) is a f.t.s., then: 
(1) (L,T) is a T-, iff a-b and a 4 b implies b- E n(a) for each 
a, bEM(L). 
(2) (L, t) is a T, iff a #b implies b- E n(a) or a- E n(b) for each 
a, be&f(L). 
(3) (L, z) is a T, zjj’ju 4 b implies b-En(u) each a, bEM(L). 
(4) T,*T-1, To. 
(5) T*+T-l=Tl. 
Proof Trivial. 
THEOREM 4.2. (L,z) is a T-, iff b=V (a:aEM(L), a<b-, a-b} for 
each b E M(L). 
Proof: ( =c-) If (L, r) is a T-i . Given b E M(L). For each molecular a 
such that a - b and a < b -, we have a 6 b (by Theorem 4.1). Thus 
bdV {u:ueM(L), a-b, a<b-}. But b-b and bdb-. So 
b<V {u:a~kf(L), a-b, a<b-). 
(-=) Let a-b and a $ b. We say that a 4 b-. In fact, if ubb- then 
a<V {c:cEM(L), c<b-, c-b}=b. 
THEOREM 4.3. (L, 7) is a T, iff any molecular is closed. 
ProoJ: (+) From Theorem 4.1, a, 4 b, implies a, 4 b;-. Thus 
a,<b; implies u,db,. So bb=V{u:aEM(L), udb--}db for each 
b E M(L). Therefore M(L) c T’. 
( t ) Trivial. 
THEOREM 4.4. (L, z) is a T, iff for each net S in it lim S has at most one 
pole element (i.e., P(lim S) < 1). 
Proof: (a) If there is some net s= (s(n): nE (D, >)} which has 
two different pole elements a(J) ,,mS and a{,2A,. Then a”’ & at2’, S-+ a(” and 
S + a(*) (by Lemmas 2. 5 and 3.4). Thus VQ,E q(a”‘), 3m, E D such that 
mYm, implies s(m) $ Q, (i= 1, 2). So Q, v Q,# 1 for each QjEn(a(“) 
(i= 1,2). Thus (L, z) is not a T2. 
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(*) If (L, r) is not a T2. Then there are moleculars a, and a2 such that 
a, 7L a2 and Qi v Q2 # 1 for each Ql~q(a,) (i= 1,2). Thus VQj~q(ui), 
36 (Q,,gz) E M(L) such that b(Q,.Qd 4 Qi v Q, (i= 1,2). Letting 
S= {b(Ql, Qd: (Q,, Q2)g @~(a~), 2) x (~(a~), >I>, then S is a net in (L, ~1 
(by Lemma 3.4( 1)). Obviously, S + a, and S + u2. From a, < lim S, 
u2 < lim S, a, 7L u2 and Lemma 2.5(l), we have u,,~,,,, # u~,,,~. 
5. EXTENDED FUNCTION 
In this section, (L, <, 1) is a fuzzy lattice [ 11. 
DEFINITION 5.1. An element Q in L is a U-element iff Q # 0 and 
Q’ A Q=O. 
LEMMA 5.1. If (AB: /I E r} is a family of some U-elements, then both 
/jr A, and V,- A, are U-elements. 
Proof: Trivial. 
For each bEM(L), Qb denotes the element A {A: A>b, A’ A A=O}. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For each a, b E M(L), Q, R Qb iff there are c, ,..., 
cjlol, E M(L) such that Q, * Q,., + %..~ Qcnah-, A Qcnah + 0, Qcnob A Qb Z 0. 
Obviously, R is an equivalence relation. 
DEFINITION 5.3. For every b E M(L), Ch = V {Q,: a E M(L), Q, R Q,} 
is called the characteristic element relative to 6. C(L) = {C,: u E M(L)} is 
called the characteristic set of (L, <, ‘). 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf LX, /I E C(L) then 
(1) ci=/Ioci A B#O. 
(2) b6cxocc=Cb. Where bEM(L). 
(3) A<cr=sA A /zI=O. Where fi#cr. 
(4) A = V {A A r: r E C(L)} for each A E L. 
(5) ‘%‘A a=o. 
Proof. The proofs of (l)-(4) are similar to the proofs of Lemma 2.3, 
2.4, and 2.5. Condition (5) is the consequence of Lemma 5.1. 
DEFINITION 5.4. g: L, + L, is a function [ 10, 131 if it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
409!127/1-19 
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(1) g(O)=O, 
(2) s(V 4 = V g(A), where A, EL, 
(3) g-‘(B’) = (g-‘(B))‘, where g-‘(B)= V (E: EEL,, g(E) < B} for 
each BEL*, 
(4) gpl(VBg)=Vgpl(Bp), where Bg~L2. 
Remark. (1) Recently, Wong Guo-juo proved that (4) is derivable 
from (l), (2), and (3) (in [16]). 
(2) dM(Ll)) c M(L). 
LEMMA 5.3 [lo]. Zfg: L, + L, is a function, then 
(1) A,GA,*g(A,)ddAJ, 
(2) Bl d 4 *g-‘(B,) 6g-‘(B,), 
(3) .!-‘(A 43) = /w’(BJ? 
(4) g-'g(A)>A; gg-'(B)<B for AEL,, BELA, where A,, A,, 
A,EL, and B,, B,, B,EL~. 
DEFINITION 5.5 [lo, 133. Let (L,, 5,) and (L2, TV) be two f.t.s. A 
function g: L, + L, is continuous if g-‘(r,) c rl. 
LEMMA 5.4 [lo]. Zf g: (L,, 5,) + (L2, TV) is a function, then the follow- 
ing eight conditions are equivalent: 
(1) g is continuous. 
(2) g-Y~2)c~l. 
(3) g-‘(z;) c 7;. 
(4) g-‘(B-j> (g-‘(B))-. 
(5) g-‘(B’)< (g-‘(B))‘. 
(6) dA’)d k(A))-. 
(7) cp is a base of z,*g-‘(cp)ct,. 
(8) I(/ is a subbase of ~z*gp’($)c~l. 
DEFINITION 5.6. Let L be a fuzzy lattice and X a set. Then, a map 
I;: L -+ Lx is called the extended function of a map f: C(L) + X, if 
QA J(x) = V {A A K c1 E C(L), f(a) = x> for each A E L and x E X. We use 
E, to denote the extended function off: C(L) -+ X. 
THEOREM 5.1. If E,: L + Lx is an extended function. Then E,- ‘(B) = 
V {B(f(a)) * a: ~1 E C(L)} f or each B E Lx. (Ey l(B) is defined as Definition 
5.4(3)). 
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Proof. Given BELA, put G(B)=V {B(f(a)) A a:cc~C(L)}. Since 
E,(G(B))(x)= V {G(B) A a} (byLemma5.2) V {B(f(a)) A a} 
f(a) = x /(a)=x 
d B(x) for each x E X 
Hence FAG(B)) 6 B. So G(B) < EF’(B) (1) 
Conversely, if E,(A) d B then E,(A)(f(a*)) < B(f(a*)) for each 
a* E C(L). Now 
EAA)(f(a*)) = V {A A a:aEC(L),f(a)=f(a*)}3A A a* 
Thus 
A A a* < B(f(a*)) A a* (byLemma5’2’ G(B) A a*, Va* E C(L). 
From this and Lemma 5.2(4), A < G(B). Thus 
E;‘(B)=V {A:AEL,E,(A)<B}<G(B). (2) 
From (1) and (2), E7’(B)=G(B)=V {B(f(a)) A a:aEC(L)}. 
COROLLARY 5.1. E,-‘(B) A a=B(f(a)) A a (BELA, aEC(L)). 
THEOREM 5.2. Each extended function is a function. 
Proof: Suppose E/ L -+ Lx is an extended function. It is obvious that E, 
satisfies (l), (2), and (4) in Definition 5.4 (by Definition 5.6 and Theorem 
5.1). Given BE Lx we have 
(E;‘(B’)) A a (bye’Aa=o) (Ey’(B’) A a)’ A a 
(byCorollary5.) 
(B’(f(a)) A a)’ A a 
(bya’ h a=O) 
B(f(a)) A a 
(byCorollary5.1) 
ET’(B) A a. 
So (ET ‘( B’))’ = E,-‘(B). Thus E/ satisfies (3) in Definition 5.4. 
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6. NORMALITY 
[0, l](L) denotes the set of all monotonic decreasing maps [2] i: R + L 
and Z(L) the fuzzy unit interval [2] relative to L (i.e., I(L) = Lco%‘l(L); see 
[2]). The usual topology on I(L) was defined in [2]. 
LEMMA 6.1. If (L, z) is normal [4], then for every closed element K and 
open element U such that K < U, there is a continuous extended function 
F;(L,z)+Z(L) such that KdEj’(L’,)<Eil(Ro)bU (for L,, R,; see 
VI). 
Proof. Contruct { V,: r E (0, l)} so that K 6 V, < U and r <s implies 
V,: 6 e (refer to [2]). Define the map f: C(L)-+ [0, l](L) by f(a)(t)= 
V, A a for arc. Clearly K A cr<f(a)(t) A @<f(a)(s) A ad U A CI, 
where t 3 s. Thus K A CI <f(u)( l- ) Acldf(cr)(o+)Acc~UAcc,VccEC(L). 
From the above and Corollary 5.1, 
K A ~<FF’(L’,) A ~tdEi’(R,) A ~6 U A LX, t/a E C(L). 
Thus K< E, ‘(L;) < E,+(R,) < U. 
Since E?‘(R,) A c! (Coro”ary5.1’ f(@.)(t+) A 51 = [v,,, (v, A Cc)] A C.f = 
(V,,, k$J) A c(, for aEC(L). Similarly E,-‘(L:) A a=(A\,<, V,) A a, for 
aEC(L). So E;‘(R,)=V,,, e and E,-‘(L:)=l\,,, V;. Hence E, is con- 
tinuous (by Lemma 5.4.). 
LEMMA 6.2. If L is a fuzzy lattice, then for each t E (0, 1 ), L; 6 R, 6 
L:QRo 
Proof Trivial. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let (L, z) be an f.t.s. @“for every KE z’ and UEZ such that 
KG U, there is a continuous function g: (L, T) + Z(L) such that 
K<g-‘(L;) <gp’(Ro) < U. Then (L, T) is normal. 
Proof By Lemma 6.2, K<g~‘(L’,)<g~‘(R,)<U implies K< 
g~‘(L;)~g~‘(R,)~g~‘(L:)dg~‘(R,)dU for each tE(0, 1). Now 
g-‘(R,)Ez and g-‘(Li)et’. Putting V=g-‘(Li,) for some t,E(O, l), we 
have K d p d I/- Q U. Hence (L, T) is normal. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf (L, T) is a f.t.s., then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) (L, 5) is normal. 
(2) For every closed element K and open element U, tf K d U then 
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there is a continuous function g: (L, T) -Z(L) such that K<g-‘(L;)< 
g-‘(R,) < u. 
(3) For every closed element K and open element U, if K 6 U then 
there is a continuous extended function E/: (L, T) -+ Z(L) such that 
Kr\ccdf(cr)(l-)r\crdf(cc)(O+)r\a6Ur\cr, va E C(L). 
ProoJ By .Lemma 6.1 and 6.3 and Corollary 5.1. 
7. UNIFORMITY 
DEFINITION 7.1 [3]. Let L be a fuzzy lattice. $ denotes the set of all 
maps D: L + L satisfying 
(A,) A <<D(A), 
(AZ) WV AD) = V W,). 
The operations A, 3, and - 1 on 2?!L were discussed in [3, 7,9]. A quasi- 
uniformity on L is a subset 9 of 9, which satisfies: 
(Q,) g+Z~zl; 
(Qz) DESK and D<EES?~ implies EEL; 
(Q3) DEB and EEL implies DA EEL; 
(Q4) De.9 implies that there is an EEL such that EoE<D. 
The base and subbase for a quasi-uniformity can be defined as [3]. A 
quasi-uniformity 9 is a uniformity if it is also satisfies 
(Qs) DE 22 implies D-’ E 9. 
For cp c 2?L, (Q;) and (Q;) are given as follows: 
(Q;) D, E cp and D?E cp implies that there is DE cp such that 
D<D, AD,. 
(Q;) DE cp implies that there is Q* E cp such that Q* 6 QP’. 
LEMMA 7.1. Zf D,, D,, D:, 0: ~9=, then 
(1) [3] (0, A D,)-‘=D,’ AD-’ 
(2) [9] (0, A D,)o(D: A D&b, 0D:) A (D,o’D:). 
LEMMA 7.2. Let cp c 2,. Then 
(1) rp satisfies (Q4) and (Q;) implies that {Ai,FE,:~<H,, Ei~cp} 
generates some uniformity on L. 
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(2) cp satisfies (Q4) and (Q;), and (Q;) implies that q is a base for 
some uniformity on L. 
Proof Trivial, by Lemma 7.1. 
DEFINITION 7.2 [7]. Let L, and L, be two fuzzy lattices. If G: L, + L, 
and H:L,+L, satisfy: GH(B) d B, HG(A) > A, H(B’) = (H(B))‘, 
GO/ As) = V Wp), WV B,) = V H(k) and WA B,) = A WB,) for 4 
Ape L, and B, B,E L,. Then Sz is defined by: Q(D)(A) = H DC(A) for 
DE=%$~ and AEL,. 
LEMMA 7.3. [7]. Zf Sz is defined as above, then sZ(2!,,) c S,,, 
!S(D, A D,)<52(D,) A !Z(D,), SZ(D,oD,)>n(D,)o!CJ(D,) and a(D;‘)= 
(a(D,)))‘for each D,, D*EZ?~~. 
Obviously, tf g: L, + L, is a function, then G = g and H = g ~ ’ satisjy the 
conditions in Definition 7.2 (b-y Lemma 5.3). We use g-l to denote the 52 
corresponding to g and g ~ ‘. 
LEMMA 7.3.* Every quasi-uniformly continuous function is a continuous 
function in the induced topology. (* for the terms, refer to [3] and 8-l). 
Proof Similar to the proof of Proposition 8 in [3]. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let (p2 c 2Lz and ‘pz satisfy (Q4) and (Q;). Then, for each 
set {g,: t E T} such that g,: L, -+ L, is a function for t E T, @ = {g,-‘(D): 
t E T, D E (p2} is a subbase of some uniformity 9 on L,. 
Proof From Lemma 7.2, we need only to show that CJ satisfies (Q4) 
and (Q;). In fact, V~,-‘(D)E$ 3E, D*~cp, such that EoE< D and 
D*dD-‘. By Lemma 7.3, g,~‘(E)~g,(E)bg,~‘(E~E)<g;‘(D) and 
g,~‘(D*)<g,~‘(D~‘)= (g,‘(D)))‘. 
LEMMA 7.5. Suppose that TV is a topology on L,, g2 a untformity on L, 
and (p2 a subbase qf g2. Let z2 be the topology induced by S2 and %? a family 
of some continuous functions g: (L,, z,) + (L2, TV). Put %Y= {g,: t E T} 
where T is some index set. If q2 satisfies (Q4) and (Q;), then (1) 
@= {g,-‘(D): tET, DE(P~} is a subbase of some untformity B on L, (2) 
The topology z” induced by a is coarser than t , . 
Proof (1) directly follows by Lemma 7.4. To show (2), suppose U E z”, 
i.e., U= Int,(U) =V {I’,: ~D,E$ such that DJV&)< U} where those 6 
form an index set A. By the same proof of Lemma 4 in [S], we can obtain 
UET,. 
The usual uniformity on Z(L) and it’s subbase {BE, B, I: E > 0) were 
introduced in [3]. From Proposition 12 in [3], {B,, B; I: E > 0} satisfies 
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(Q4) and (Q;). Therefore the following is the immediate consequence of 
Lemma 7.5. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let cp = {B,, B; ‘: E > 0} and 7 a topology on L. Sup- 
pose that g is the uniformity generated by @ = {g-‘(D): g is a continuous 
function from (L, z) to Z(L), D E cp} (by Lemma 7.5( 1)). Then the topology 
induced by g is coarser than T. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let 9 be a uniformity on L and DE 9. Suppose D(U) 6 V. 
Then there is a uniformly continuous extended function E{ (L, 9) + Z(L) 
such that U<E,-‘(L’,)<E,-‘(R,)< V. 
Proof Is similar to the proof of Theorem 15 in [3] (and refer to the 
proof of Lemma 6.1 here). 
DEFINITION 7.3. (L, r) is said to be New-completely regular iff for each 
UEZ, there is a family {IV,} such that: (1) ZJ=V IV,; (2) for each W,, 
there is a continuous function g: (L, r) + Z(L) such that W, <g- ‘(L;) < 
g-‘(R,) < u. 
LEMMA 7.7. Zf (L, z) is untformizable [3, 4, 81, then for every U E t, 
there is a family { W,: t E T} such that U = V W, and for each W, there is a 
continuous extended function E,: (L, z) + Z(L) such that W, < Ef ‘(L’,) < 
&e,‘(R,) 6 u. 
Proof By Lemma 7.6. 
LEMMA 7.8. Zf (L, T) is new-completely regular, then it is untformizable. 
Proof Let cp=(B,, B,‘:&>O} and @={g-‘(D). g is a continuous 
function from (L, T) to Z(L), DE q}. By Corollary 7.1, 4 is a subbase of 
some uniformity a on L and the topology ? induced by $8 is coarser than 
t. Now, in order to complete the proof, we need to show that r c S. For 
any U E T, by Definition 7.3, there is a family of elements { W,} such that 
U = V W, and for each W, there is a continuous function g,: (L, T) + Z(L) 
satisfying W,<g,~‘(L’,)dg,~‘(R,) d U. As g,( W,)dg,g,‘(L;) < L’,, it is 
seen that the real number f= sup(r: gt( W, d L:} 3 1. Hence B,,*(g,( W,)) = 
Ri-1,2 < Rl,2 6 R,. Furthermore, 2,~‘(Bud W,) = g,~ ‘B,,z g,( W,) d 
g, ‘(R,) d U, hence W, d In&(U). Thus U = V W, d Int,(U), U is an open 
element of z”. Therefore, (L, T) is uniformizable. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let (L, T) be an f.t.s. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
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( 1) (L, z) is uniformizable. 
(2) (L, 7) is new-completely regular. 
(3) For each UE T, there is a family of elements { W,} such that 
U = V W, and for every W, there is a continuous extended function 
Efi: (L, T) + Z(L) such that w, A (r<fi(a)(l-) A a<f,(a)(O+) A crd 
U A ct for crEC(L). 
Proof By Lemma 7.7 and 7.8 and Corollary 5.1. 
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